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1. 
Introduction: population 
synthesis principle



Motivation
Many detections from space and ground (HARPS, Kepler, …). More to 
come (SPHERE, GPI, TESS, CHEOPS, Gaia, ESPRESSO, PLATO, NGTS, 
CARMENES, WFIRST, …) !
Field observationally driven, theory struggles to keep up. Improve 
theoretical understanding by comparing theory and observation.  

Difficulty: planet formation theory difficult to test directly with observations: 
specific physical process convoluted with many other. 
!
But: high number of exoplanets: can be treated as a population.  

-statistical constraints 
-data from many different techniques ⇒much more stringent constraints 
on theoretical models by combining M, a, e, R, L, spectra, …

With population synthesis, we can use this wealth of constraints. 
Essence of the method: a global model of planet formation and evolution, 
combining simplified descriptions of the essential physical mechanisms.



The essence of the method

specialized	

 models

population	

synthesis

extraction process

Ida & Lin 2004-2013	

Thomes et al. 2008	

Mordasini et al. 2009-2015	

Miguel et al. 2008, 2009	

Forgan & Rice 2013	

Coleman & Nelson 2014	


- while you get the essence, you	

have lost the subtlety of the original

- but what is left is a concentrate	

  of many effects

- and lets you see the big 
picture (hopefully)

- you need specialized models to 	

  know what is important
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 Formation model
Initial Conditions: Probability  
distributions & parameters	


Disk gas mass	

Disk dust mass	

Disk lifetime

From 	

observations

Draw and compute 
synthetic  

planet population

Apply observational 
detection bias

Model solution 
found! MatchNo match: improve, 

change parameters	


Observable sub-population	

- Distribution of semi-major axis	

- Distribution of masses	

- Fraction of hot/cold Jupiters	

- Distribution of radii

Comparison:

Predictions 
(going back to the full 
synthetic population)Observed 

population 

Population synthesis work flow

Link disk properties ⇒ planet properties



1. 
Input physics



First modern model: Ida & Lin 2004

Disk model: static


Accretion of solids: limitation by feeding zone 


Accretion of gas: if Mcore>Mcrit found from vtherm<vesc


Termination of gas accretion: ~arbitrary


Coalescence of embryos: if feeding zones overlap


Orbits: fixed

powerlaw, exponential decrease

Safonov rate equation, isolation mass

Safronov 1969, Greenzweig & Lissauer 1992, Ida & Makino 1993

Parameterized KH-contraction, fitted Mcrit

Perri & Cameron 1974, Mizuno et al. 1978, Ikoma et al. 2000

Gap formation, disk dissipation

Lubow 1999, Kley & Dirksen 2006

1 embryo per disk, later semi-
analytical prescription (orbit crossing)

type I and II disk migration

Goldreich &  Tremaine 1979, Lin & Papaloizou 1986, Paardekooper et al. 2010, …

Ida & Lin (2004, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2013) building on Kokubo & Ida 2002, Ida & Makino 1993, …

Later several improvements: dead zones, local enhancement of solids, … 

Monte Carlo variables: position of embryo, disk mass, 
dust-to-gas ratio, disk lifetime



First modern pop. synthesis

- aM: diversity 
- Planetary desert 
- Metallicity effect (correlation 
between metallicity and giant 
planet detection probability) 
-termination of gas accretion 
-effects of type II migration 

Ida & Lin 2004



Global formation & evolution model

31

Core struct.
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Atmosphere
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Planet-Planet

Solid diskRad. str.Vert. str.

Envelope Solid accretion

Migration

9Atmos. escape

ṀXY

R
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Simple standard  
models but  
coupled together.Alibert, Mordasini, Benz 2004; Alibert et al. 2005, Mordasini et al. 2012, Alibert et al. 2013, Sheng & Mordasini 2014,…

protoplanetary 
disk evolution 
+ 
Planet model 
(gas & solid 
accretion, interior 
structure) 
+ 
Disk migration 
(non-isothermal 
type I & type II) 
+ 
N-body 

Core accretion  
paradigm

Pollack et al. 1996



Evolution of the gas surface density                                                             
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The boundary conditions for this part of the calculation are
the same as in PT99, formally,

T (z = H) = T (τab, Tb, r, Ṁst,α), (4)

P(z = H) =
Ω2Hτab

κ(T (z = H), P(z = H))
, (5)

F(z = H) =
3

8π
ṀstΩ

2, (6)

and

F(z = 0) = 0. (7)

These conditions depend on three parameters: τab the optical
depth between the surface of the disc (z = H) and infinity,
Tb the background temperature, and Ṁst the equilibrium accre-
tion rate defined by Ṁst ≡ 3πν̃Σ where Σ ≡

! H

−H
ρdz is the usual

surface density, and ν̃ ≡
! H

−H νρdz/Σ. The values for τab and
Tb are the same as in PT99 (namely 10−2 and 10 K); the steady-
state accretion rate is a free parameter. As shown in PT99, the
structure obtained hardly varies with the first two parameters.

This system of 3 equations with 4 boundary conditions has
in general no solution, except for a certain value of H. This
value is found iteratively: Eqs. (1)–(3) are numerically inte-
grated from z = H to z = 0, using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta
method with adaptive step length (Press et al. 1992) until
F(z = 0) = 0 to a given accuracy.

Using this procedure, we calculate, for each distance to the
star r and each value of the equilibrium accretion rate Ṁst, the
distributions of pressure, temperature and density T (z; r, Ṁst),
P(z; r, Ṁst), ρ(z; r, Ṁst).

Using these distributions, we finally calculate the mid-
plane temperature (Tmid) and pressure (Pmid), as well as
the effective viscosity ν̃(r, Ṁst), the disc density scale height
H̃(r, Ṁst) defined by ρ(z = H̃) = e−1/2ρ(z = 0). The surface
density Σ(r, Ṁst) is also given as a function of Ṁst (for each
radius). By inverting this former relation, we finally obtain re-
lations Tmid(r,Σ), Pmid(r,Σ), ν̃(r,Σ) and H̃(r,Σ) for each value
of r (and each value of the other parameters α, τab and Tb).

2.1.2. Evolution of the surface density

The time evolution of the disc is governed by the well-known
diffusion equation (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974):

dΣ
dt
=

3
r
∂

∂r

"
r1/2 ∂

∂r
(ν̃Σr1/2)

#
=

1
r
∂

∂r
(rJ(r)) , (8)

where J(r) ≡ 3
r1/2

∂
∂r (ν̃Σr1/2) is the mass flux (integrated over the

vertical axis z). This equation is modified to take into account
the momentum transfer between the planet and the disc, as well
as the effect of photo-evaporation and accretion onto the planet:

dΣ
dt
=

3
r
∂

∂r

"
r1/2 ∂

∂r
ν̃Σr1/2 + Λ(r)

#
+ Σ̇w(r) + Q̇planet(r). (9)

The rate of momentum transfer Λ between the planet and
the disc is calculated using the formula derived by Lin &
Papaloizou (1986):

Λ(r) =
fΛ
2r

$
GMstar

%
Mplanet

Mstar

&2 % r

max(|r − a|, H̃)

&4
, (10)

where a is the sun-planet distance and fΛ is a numerical con-
stant1. The photo-evaporation term Σ̇w is given by (Veras &
Armitage 2004):
'
Σ̇w = 0 for R < Rg,
Σ̇w ∝ R−1 for R > Rg,

(11)

where Rg is usually taken to be 5 AU, and the total mass loss
due to photo-evaporation is a free parameter. Finally, a sink
term Q̇planet is included in Eq. (9), to take into account the
amount of gas accreted by the planet. This term is generally
negligible compared to the other ones, except during the run-
away phases.

To solve the diffusion Eq. (9) we need to specify two
boundary conditions. The first one is given at the outer radius
of the disc (in our simulations this radius is usually taken at
50 AU). At this radius, one can either give the surface density
Σ or its temporal derivative. Since the characteristic evolution
time of the disc is the diffusion timescale

Tν ∝
r2

ν̃
∝ 1
αΩ

( r
H

)2
, (12)

which2 is proportional to r3/2 for discs of approximately con-
stant aspect ratio (which is the case in these models, see PT99)
the outer boundary condition has little influence.

The second condition is specified at the inner radius where
we have used the following condition:

r
∂ν̃Σ

∂r

******
inner radius

= 0. (13)

Since the total mass flux through a cylinder of radius r is given
by:

Φ(r) ≡ 2πrJ(r) = 3πν̃Σ + 6πr
∂ν̃Σ

∂r
, (14)

the boundary condition Eq. (13) can be expressed as:

Φ(r)
****
inner radius

= 3πν̃Σ = Ṁst, (15)

i.e. the mass flux through the inner radius is equal to the equi-
librium flux. Therefore, this condition is equivalent to say that
the inner disc instantaneously adapt itself to the conditions
given by the outer disc. As discussed in PT99, this is consistent
with the expression of the characteristic timescale as a function
of the radius (Eq. (12)).

2.2. Migration rate

Dynamical tidal interactions of the growing protoplanet with
the disc lead to two phenomena: inward migration and gap
formation (Lin & Papaloizou 1979, Ward 1997, Tanaka et al.
2002). For low mass planets, the tidal interaction is linear, and

1 In this formula, the disc scale height H̃ is the scale height of the
unperturbed disc, and not the scale height in the middle of the gap.

2 The second part of Eq. (12) is obtained by expressing Eq. (1) as
1
ρ

P
H ∼ Ω2H and then replacing the sound velocity by ΩH in the defi-

nition of ν.
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Planet accretion
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-gas accreted by planet taken from feeding zone
 aplanet±0.5 x RH -

Lyden-Bell & Pringle 1974

Inner disk edge: 0.1 AU (arbitrary) 
Outer disk edge: free

Initial surface density profile: Andrews et al. 2009

Photoevaporation Viscosity

Vertical & radial structure. 
-constant α 
-stellar irradiation included for temperature  

Chiang & Goldreich 1997
Shakura & Sunyaev 1973

-external photoevaporation Matsuyama et al. 2003

-internal photoevaporation Clarke et al. 2001



 Planet solid accretion rate

-Simple Safronov type rate equation for growth of planet’s core                                                            

dMZ

dt
= ⇥�p�R2

captFG(e, i)

Collisional growth of one big body from small background planetesimals
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migration is of type I (Ward 1997), whereas higher mass plan-
ets open a gap, leading to a reduction of the inward migration
(referred to type II migration).

Analytical models of type I migration have been com-
puted by Ward (1997). The resulting migration timescales are
much shorter than both the disc lifetime and the planet growth
timescale, making survival of forming planets unlikely: the
planet is accreted onto the central star. Migration could be
stopped if there is an inner cavity in the disc, but planets at
larger distances remain difficult to explain. Tanaka et al. (2002)
performed new analytical calculations of type I migration, in
two- or three-dimensional discs and found longer migration
timescales but still too short to ensure survival. Their migra-
tion rate is nevertheless confirmed by recent three-dimensional
numerical calculations of disc structure and planet migration
(Bate et al. 2003).

On the other hand, suggestions of increased type I migra-
tion timescales can be found in Nelson & Papaloizou (2004).
As shown by these authors, the torques exerted on at least low
mass planets (Mplanet < 30 M⊕) embedded in turbulent MHD
discs are strongly fluctuating, resulting in a slowing down of
the net inward motion. Contrary to laminar discs (as considered
by Tanaka et al. 2002; and Bate et al. 2003) the migration pro-
ceeds as a random walk, and the mean value of the migration
velocity seems to be highly reduced, compared to the laminar
case. Moreover, as shown by Menou & Goodman (2004), type I
migration of low-mass planets can be slowed down by nearly
one order of magnitude in regions of opacity transitions.

These considerations seem to indicate that the actual type I
migration timescale may in fact be considerably longer than
the one originally estimated by Ward (1997) or even by Tanaka
et al. (2002). For these reasons, and for lack of better knowl-
edge, we actually use for type I migration the formula derived
by Tanaka et al. (2002) reduced by an arbitrary numerical fac-
tor fI chosen between 1/10 and 1/100. Tests have shown that
provided this factor is small enough to allow planet survival,
its exact value does not change the formation timescale but just
the extent of the migration (see Sect. 3.1).

The migration velocity for low mass planets is taken to be:

daplanet

dt
= −2 fIaplanet

Γ

Lplanet
, (16)

where Lplanet ≡ Mplanet(GM∗aplanet)1/2 is the angular momentum
of the planet and the total torque Γ is given by:

Γ = (1.364+ 0.541αΣ,P)
!

Mplanet

M∗

rPΩp

Cs,P

"2
ΣPr4

PΩ
2
p, (17)

where Cs is the sound velocity and αΣ ≡ dlogΣ
dlog r . In this expres-

sion, the subscript P refers to quantities at the location of the
planet.

For type II migration, two cases have to be considered. For
low mass planets (when their mass is negligible compared that
of the disc) the inward velocity is given by the viscosity of the
disc. As the mass of the planet grows and becomes comparable
that of the disc, migration slows down and eventually stops.
In the latter case, the variation of the planet orbital angular

momentum is equal to the angular momentum transport rate
in the gaseous disc (Lin et al. 1996; Ida & Lin 2004):

d
dt

#
Mplaneta2

planetΩ
$
=

3
2
Σν̃Ωr2. (18)

In all cases of type II migration, the migration rate is limited by
the viscous transport in the disc:

daplanet

dt
= − 3ν

2aplanet
×Min(1, 2Σa2

planet/Mplanet). (19)

The migration type switches from type I to type II when the
planet becomes massive enough to open a gap in the disc. This
happens when the Hills radius of the planet becomes greater
than the density scale height H̃ of the disc.

2.3. The planetesimals

2.3.1. Surface density and physical properties

The initial amount of heavy elements in the disc is a poorly
constrained quantity. For this reason, the dust-to-gas ratio is
varied in our simulations, and takes two values depending on
the mid-plane temperature of the disc: fD/G for temperatures
below 150 K and 1/4 fD/G for higher temperatures. In principle,
the position of the iceline should evolve because of the viscous
evolution of the disc. However, since our treatment of the plan-
etesimals disc is very simple, we do not take into account this
evolution.

We assume that due to the scattering effect of the planet, the
surface density of planetesimals is constant within the current
feeding zone but decreases with time proportionally to the mass
accreted (and/or ejected from the disc) by the planet. The feed-
ing zone is assumed to extend to a distance of 4 RH on either

side of the planetary orbit, where RH ≡
%Mplanet

3M∗

&1/3
aplanet is the

Hills radius of the planet. For the inclinations and eccentricities
of the planetesimals, we use the following prescription (P96):

i =
1

aplanet

'
2GMplanetesimal

rplanetesimal

1√
3Ω
, (20)

where Mplanetesimal and rplanetesimal are the mass and radius of
planetesimals, at the location of the planet, and

e = max
!
2i, 2

RH

aplanet

"
· (21)

Finally, we also take into account the ejection of planetesimals
due to the planet, using the ejection rate given by Ida & Lin
(2004):

accretion rate
ejection rate

=

!
Vesc,disk

Vsurf,planet

"4
, (22)

where Vesc,disk =
(

2 G M⊙/aplanet is the escape velocity form
the central star, at the location of the planet, Vsurf,planet =(

GMplanet/Rc is the planet’s characteristic surface speed, and
Rc is the planet’s capture radius (see next section).

Note that our model for the evolution of the disc of plan-
etesimals remains a very simple one in which a number of
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accreted (and/or ejected from the disc) by the planet. The feed-
ing zone is assumed to extend to a distance of 4 RH on either

side of the planetary orbit, where RH ≡
%Mplanet
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Hills radius of the planet. For the inclinations and eccentricities
of the planetesimals, we use the following prescription (P96):
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where Mplanetesimal and rplanetesimal are the mass and radius of
planetesimals, at the location of the planet, and
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Finally, we also take into account the ejection of planetesimals
due to the planet, using the ejection rate given by Ida & Lin
(2004):

accretion rate
ejection rate

=

!
Vesc,disk

Vsurf,planet

"4
, (22)

where Vesc,disk =
(

2 G M⊙/aplanet is the escape velocity form
the central star, at the location of the planet, Vsurf,planet =(

GMplanet/Rc is the planet’s characteristic surface speed, and
Rc is the planet’s capture radius (see next section).

Note that our model for the evolution of the disc of plan-
etesimals remains a very simple one in which a number of
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migration is of type I (Ward 1997), whereas higher mass plan-
ets open a gap, leading to a reduction of the inward migration
(referred to type II migration).

Analytical models of type I migration have been com-
puted by Ward (1997). The resulting migration timescales are
much shorter than both the disc lifetime and the planet growth
timescale, making survival of forming planets unlikely: the
planet is accreted onto the central star. Migration could be
stopped if there is an inner cavity in the disc, but planets at
larger distances remain difficult to explain. Tanaka et al. (2002)
performed new analytical calculations of type I migration, in
two- or three-dimensional discs and found longer migration
timescales but still too short to ensure survival. Their migra-
tion rate is nevertheless confirmed by recent three-dimensional
numerical calculations of disc structure and planet migration
(Bate et al. 2003).

On the other hand, suggestions of increased type I migra-
tion timescales can be found in Nelson & Papaloizou (2004).
As shown by these authors, the torques exerted on at least low
mass planets (Mplanet < 30 M⊕) embedded in turbulent MHD
discs are strongly fluctuating, resulting in a slowing down of
the net inward motion. Contrary to laminar discs (as considered
by Tanaka et al. 2002; and Bate et al. 2003) the migration pro-
ceeds as a random walk, and the mean value of the migration
velocity seems to be highly reduced, compared to the laminar
case. Moreover, as shown by Menou & Goodman (2004), type I
migration of low-mass planets can be slowed down by nearly
one order of magnitude in regions of opacity transitions.

These considerations seem to indicate that the actual type I
migration timescale may in fact be considerably longer than
the one originally estimated by Ward (1997) or even by Tanaka
et al. (2002). For these reasons, and for lack of better knowl-
edge, we actually use for type I migration the formula derived
by Tanaka et al. (2002) reduced by an arbitrary numerical fac-
tor fI chosen between 1/10 and 1/100. Tests have shown that
provided this factor is small enough to allow planet survival,
its exact value does not change the formation timescale but just
the extent of the migration (see Sect. 3.1).

The migration velocity for low mass planets is taken to be:

daplanet

dt
= −2 fIaplanet

Γ

Lplanet
, (16)

where Lplanet ≡ Mplanet(GM∗aplanet)1/2 is the angular momentum
of the planet and the total torque Γ is given by:

Γ = (1.364+ 0.541αΣ,P)
!

Mplanet

M∗

rPΩp

Cs,P

"2
ΣPr4

PΩ
2
p, (17)

where Cs is the sound velocity and αΣ ≡ dlogΣ
dlog r . In this expres-

sion, the subscript P refers to quantities at the location of the
planet.

For type II migration, two cases have to be considered. For
low mass planets (when their mass is negligible compared that
of the disc) the inward velocity is given by the viscosity of the
disc. As the mass of the planet grows and becomes comparable
that of the disc, migration slows down and eventually stops.
In the latter case, the variation of the planet orbital angular

momentum is equal to the angular momentum transport rate
in the gaseous disc (Lin et al. 1996; Ida & Lin 2004):

d
dt

#
Mplaneta2

planetΩ
$
=

3
2
Σν̃Ωr2. (18)

In all cases of type II migration, the migration rate is limited by
the viscous transport in the disc:
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dt
= − 3ν
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×Min(1, 2Σa2

planet/Mplanet). (19)

The migration type switches from type I to type II when the
planet becomes massive enough to open a gap in the disc. This
happens when the Hills radius of the planet becomes greater
than the density scale height H̃ of the disc.

2.3. The planetesimals

2.3.1. Surface density and physical properties

The initial amount of heavy elements in the disc is a poorly
constrained quantity. For this reason, the dust-to-gas ratio is
varied in our simulations, and takes two values depending on
the mid-plane temperature of the disc: fD/G for temperatures
below 150 K and 1/4 fD/G for higher temperatures. In principle,
the position of the iceline should evolve because of the viscous
evolution of the disc. However, since our treatment of the plan-
etesimals disc is very simple, we do not take into account this
evolution.

We assume that due to the scattering effect of the planet, the
surface density of planetesimals is constant within the current
feeding zone but decreases with time proportionally to the mass
accreted (and/or ejected from the disc) by the planet. The feed-
ing zone is assumed to extend to a distance of 4 RH on either

side of the planetary orbit, where RH ≡
%Mplanet
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&1/3
aplanet is the

Hills radius of the planet. For the inclinations and eccentricities
of the planetesimals, we use the following prescription (P96):
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Finally, we also take into account the ejection of planetesimals
due to the planet, using the ejection rate given by Ida & Lin
(2004):
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2 G M⊙/aplanet is the escape velocity form
the central star, at the location of the planet, Vsurf,planet =(

GMplanet/Rc is the planet’s characteristic surface speed, and
Rc is the planet’s capture radius (see next section).

Note that our model for the evolution of the disc of plan-
etesimals remains a very simple one in which a number of
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migration is of type I (Ward 1997), whereas higher mass plan-
ets open a gap, leading to a reduction of the inward migration
(referred to type II migration).

Analytical models of type I migration have been com-
puted by Ward (1997). The resulting migration timescales are
much shorter than both the disc lifetime and the planet growth
timescale, making survival of forming planets unlikely: the
planet is accreted onto the central star. Migration could be
stopped if there is an inner cavity in the disc, but planets at
larger distances remain difficult to explain. Tanaka et al. (2002)
performed new analytical calculations of type I migration, in
two- or three-dimensional discs and found longer migration
timescales but still too short to ensure survival. Their migra-
tion rate is nevertheless confirmed by recent three-dimensional
numerical calculations of disc structure and planet migration
(Bate et al. 2003).

On the other hand, suggestions of increased type I migra-
tion timescales can be found in Nelson & Papaloizou (2004).
As shown by these authors, the torques exerted on at least low
mass planets (Mplanet < 30 M⊕) embedded in turbulent MHD
discs are strongly fluctuating, resulting in a slowing down of
the net inward motion. Contrary to laminar discs (as considered
by Tanaka et al. 2002; and Bate et al. 2003) the migration pro-
ceeds as a random walk, and the mean value of the migration
velocity seems to be highly reduced, compared to the laminar
case. Moreover, as shown by Menou & Goodman (2004), type I
migration of low-mass planets can be slowed down by nearly
one order of magnitude in regions of opacity transitions.

These considerations seem to indicate that the actual type I
migration timescale may in fact be considerably longer than
the one originally estimated by Ward (1997) or even by Tanaka
et al. (2002). For these reasons, and for lack of better knowl-
edge, we actually use for type I migration the formula derived
by Tanaka et al. (2002) reduced by an arbitrary numerical fac-
tor fI chosen between 1/10 and 1/100. Tests have shown that
provided this factor is small enough to allow planet survival,
its exact value does not change the formation timescale but just
the extent of the migration (see Sect. 3.1).

The migration velocity for low mass planets is taken to be:
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where Lplanet ≡ Mplanet(GM∗aplanet)1/2 is the angular momentum
of the planet and the total torque Γ is given by:
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where Cs is the sound velocity and αΣ ≡ dlogΣ
dlog r . In this expres-

sion, the subscript P refers to quantities at the location of the
planet.

For type II migration, two cases have to be considered. For
low mass planets (when their mass is negligible compared that
of the disc) the inward velocity is given by the viscosity of the
disc. As the mass of the planet grows and becomes comparable
that of the disc, migration slows down and eventually stops.
In the latter case, the variation of the planet orbital angular

momentum is equal to the angular momentum transport rate
in the gaseous disc (Lin et al. 1996; Ida & Lin 2004):
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the viscous transport in the disc:
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The migration type switches from type I to type II when the
planet becomes massive enough to open a gap in the disc. This
happens when the Hills radius of the planet becomes greater
than the density scale height H̃ of the disc.

2.3. The planetesimals

2.3.1. Surface density and physical properties

The initial amount of heavy elements in the disc is a poorly
constrained quantity. For this reason, the dust-to-gas ratio is
varied in our simulations, and takes two values depending on
the mid-plane temperature of the disc: fD/G for temperatures
below 150 K and 1/4 fD/G for higher temperatures. In principle,
the position of the iceline should evolve because of the viscous
evolution of the disc. However, since our treatment of the plan-
etesimals disc is very simple, we do not take into account this
evolution.

We assume that due to the scattering effect of the planet, the
surface density of planetesimals is constant within the current
feeding zone but decreases with time proportionally to the mass
accreted (and/or ejected from the disc) by the planet. The feed-
ing zone is assumed to extend to a distance of 4 RH on either

side of the planetary orbit, where RH ≡
%Mplanet
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Hills radius of the planet. For the inclinations and eccentricities
of the planetesimals, we use the following prescription (P96):
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where Mplanetesimal and rplanetesimal are the mass and radius of
planetesimals, at the location of the planet, and
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Finally, we also take into account the ejection of planetesimals
due to the planet, using the ejection rate given by Ida & Lin
(2004):

accretion rate
ejection rate

=
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Vesc,disk

Vsurf,planet

"4
, (22)

where Vesc,disk =
(

2 G M⊙/aplanet is the escape velocity form
the central star, at the location of the planet, Vsurf,planet =(

GMplanet/Rc is the planet’s characteristic surface speed, and
Rc is the planet’s capture radius (see next section).

Note that our model for the evolution of the disc of plan-
etesimals remains a very simple one in which a number of

Ejection of planetesimals by (massive) protoplanets Ida & Lin 2004	


-Random velocity σ(e,i) of planetesimals is key parameter (runaway, oligarchic, orderly)

-FG(e,i) 3 Body gravitational focussing factor from Greenzweig & Lissauer 1992

-original model: (low) random velocities from Pollack et al. 1996

-Rcapt:  Capture radius (envelope effect) > Rcore

-updated model (Fortier et al. 2011): equilibrium stirring-gas damping (oligarchic regime)

Pebbles: work in progress
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Planet gas envelope structure4 Mordasini et al.
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dT
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P
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In these equations, r is the radius as measured from the planetary cen-
ter, m the mass inside r (including the core mass MZ), l the luminosity
at r, ρ, P, T, S the gas density, pressure, temperature and entropy, t the
time, and ∇ is given as

∇ = d ln T
d lnP = min(∇ad,∇rad) ∇rad = 3

64πσG
κlP
T 4m (3)

i.e. by the minimum of the adiabatic gradient ∇ad which is directly
given by the equation of state (in convective zones) or the radiative
gradient ∇rad (in radiative zones) where κ is the opacity and σ is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

Calculation of the luminosity

For the planetary population synthesis, where the evolution of thou-
sands of different planets is calculated, we need a stable and rapid
method for the numerical solution of these equations. We have there-
fore replaced the ordinary equation for dl/dr by the assumption that
l is constant within the envelope, and that we can derive the total lu-
minosity L (including solid and gas accretion, contraction and release
of internal heat) and its temporal evolution by total energy conserva-
tion arguments, an approach somewhat similar to Papaloizou & Nelson
(2005). We first recall that −dEtot/dt = L and that in the hydrostatic
case, the total energy is given as

Etot = Egrav + Eint = −

# M

0

Gm

r
dm +

# M

0
u dm =̇ − ξ

GM2

2R
(4)

where u is the specific internal energy, M the total mass, and R the
total radius of the planet. We have defined a parameter ξ, which repre-
sents the distribution of mass within the planet and its internal energy
content. The ξ can be found for any given structure at time t with the
equations above. Then one can write

− d
dtEtot = L = LM + LR + Lξ = ξGM

R Ṁ −
ξGM2

2R2 Ṙ + GM2

2R ξ̇ (5)

where Ṁ = ṀZ + ṀXY is the total accretion rate of solids and gas, and
Ṙ is the rate of change of the total radius. All quantities except ξ̇ can
readily be calculated at time t. We now set

L ≃ C (LM + LR) . (6)
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1-D radial structure equations (similar to stellar structure) 
Mass conservation 
Hydrostat. equilibrium 
Energy conservation 
Energy transport !
Additional energy source: 
-impacting planetesimals 
-deuterium burning 
-radiogenic heating

Gas accretion rate given by ability to radiate away energy (TKH)

e.g. Bodenheimer & Pollack 1986
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The boundary conditions for this part of the calculation are
the same as in PT99, formally,

T (z = H) = T (τab, Tb, r, Ṁst,α), (4)

P(z = H) =
Ω2Hτab

κ(T (z = H), P(z = H))
, (5)

F(z = H) =
3

8π
ṀstΩ

2, (6)

and

F(z = 0) = 0. (7)

These conditions depend on three parameters: τab the optical
depth between the surface of the disc (z = H) and infinity,
Tb the background temperature, and Ṁst the equilibrium accre-
tion rate defined by Ṁst ≡ 3πν̃Σ where Σ ≡

! H

−H
ρdz is the usual

surface density, and ν̃ ≡
! H

−H νρdz/Σ. The values for τab and
Tb are the same as in PT99 (namely 10−2 and 10 K); the steady-
state accretion rate is a free parameter. As shown in PT99, the
structure obtained hardly varies with the first two parameters.

This system of 3 equations with 4 boundary conditions has
in general no solution, except for a certain value of H. This
value is found iteratively: Eqs. (1)–(3) are numerically inte-
grated from z = H to z = 0, using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta
method with adaptive step length (Press et al. 1992) until
F(z = 0) = 0 to a given accuracy.

Using this procedure, we calculate, for each distance to the
star r and each value of the equilibrium accretion rate Ṁst, the
distributions of pressure, temperature and density T (z; r, Ṁst),
P(z; r, Ṁst), ρ(z; r, Ṁst).

Using these distributions, we finally calculate the mid-
plane temperature (Tmid) and pressure (Pmid), as well as
the effective viscosity ν̃(r, Ṁst), the disc density scale height
H̃(r, Ṁst) defined by ρ(z = H̃) = e−1/2ρ(z = 0). The surface
density Σ(r, Ṁst) is also given as a function of Ṁst (for each
radius). By inverting this former relation, we finally obtain re-
lations Tmid(r,Σ), Pmid(r,Σ), ν̃(r,Σ) and H̃(r,Σ) for each value
of r (and each value of the other parameters α, τab and Tb).

2.1.2. Evolution of the surface density

The time evolution of the disc is governed by the well-known
diffusion equation (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974):

dΣ
dt
=

3
r
∂

∂r

"
r1/2 ∂

∂r
(ν̃Σr1/2)

#
=

1
r
∂

∂r
(rJ(r)) , (8)

where J(r) ≡ 3
r1/2

∂
∂r (ν̃Σr1/2) is the mass flux (integrated over the

vertical axis z). This equation is modified to take into account
the momentum transfer between the planet and the disc, as well
as the effect of photo-evaporation and accretion onto the planet:

dΣ
dt
=

3
r
∂

∂r

"
r1/2 ∂

∂r
ν̃Σr1/2 + Λ(r)

#
+ Σ̇w(r) + Q̇planet(r). (9)

The rate of momentum transfer Λ between the planet and
the disc is calculated using the formula derived by Lin &
Papaloizou (1986):

Λ(r) =
fΛ
2r

$
GMstar

%
Mplanet

Mstar

&2 % r

max(|r − a|, H̃)

&4
, (10)

where a is the sun-planet distance and fΛ is a numerical con-
stant1. The photo-evaporation term Σ̇w is given by (Veras &
Armitage 2004):
'
Σ̇w = 0 for R < Rg,
Σ̇w ∝ R−1 for R > Rg,

(11)

where Rg is usually taken to be 5 AU, and the total mass loss
due to photo-evaporation is a free parameter. Finally, a sink
term Q̇planet is included in Eq. (9), to take into account the
amount of gas accreted by the planet. This term is generally
negligible compared to the other ones, except during the run-
away phases.

To solve the diffusion Eq. (9) we need to specify two
boundary conditions. The first one is given at the outer radius
of the disc (in our simulations this radius is usually taken at
50 AU). At this radius, one can either give the surface density
Σ or its temporal derivative. Since the characteristic evolution
time of the disc is the diffusion timescale

Tν ∝
r2

ν̃
∝ 1
αΩ

( r
H

)2
, (12)

which2 is proportional to r3/2 for discs of approximately con-
stant aspect ratio (which is the case in these models, see PT99)
the outer boundary condition has little influence.

The second condition is specified at the inner radius where
we have used the following condition:

r
∂ν̃Σ

∂r

******
inner radius

= 0. (13)

Since the total mass flux through a cylinder of radius r is given
by:

Φ(r) ≡ 2πrJ(r) = 3πν̃Σ + 6πr
∂ν̃Σ

∂r
, (14)

the boundary condition Eq. (13) can be expressed as:

Φ(r)
****
inner radius

= 3πν̃Σ = Ṁst, (15)

i.e. the mass flux through the inner radius is equal to the equi-
librium flux. Therefore, this condition is equivalent to say that
the inner disc instantaneously adapt itself to the conditions
given by the outer disc. As discussed in PT99, this is consistent
with the expression of the characteristic timescale as a function
of the radius (Eq. (12)).

2.2. Migration rate

Dynamical tidal interactions of the growing protoplanet with
the disc lead to two phenomena: inward migration and gap
formation (Lin & Papaloizou 1979, Ward 1997, Tanaka et al.
2002). For low mass planets, the tidal interaction is linear, and

1 In this formula, the disc scale height H̃ is the scale height of the
unperturbed disc, and not the scale height in the middle of the gap.

2 The second part of Eq. (12) is obtained by expressing Eq. (1) as
1
ρ

P
H ∼ Ω2H and then replacing the sound velocity by ΩH in the defi-

nition of ν.

Accretion rate in the disk  
         (flow of gas usually towards the star)

Planet cannot accrete more 
than disk gives  

Gas accretion rate in runaway/detached phase (Mcore>~10 ME)

Local reservoir can be accreted at Bondi rate No external cut-off



Envelope structure:  boundary conditions

Pollack et al. 1996, Papaloizou & Nelson 2005, Stahler et al. 1980, Bodenheimer et al. 2000, Guillot 2005, Marley et al 2007

3. Thermodynamic evolution M=cst	      
- Eddington approximation (gray atmosphere 
- After disk dispersion

1. Attached phase 
- low mass planets (Mcore< ca.10-20 MEarth) 
- pre gas runaway accretion 
- structure goes smoothly to Hill or accretion radius 
- boundary conditions: background nebula

2. Detached phase  
- gas runaway accretion (high mass planets) 
- structure has a free outer radius 
- rapid collapse of radius from RHills to ~2 RJ 
- upper boundary: accretion shock 
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Fig. 5. Evolutionary sequence of the pressure-temperature pro-
files near the surface of the planet. The first profile (on the right)
corresponds to t=1 Myr, while the last one (on the left) is at t=4.6
Gyrs. The thick black lines show radiative zones. The blue dot-
ted line is the profile measured by the Galileo space probe (from
Lodders & Fegley 1998).

7. Radii

We now generalize the results from the last chapter concerning
the radius and study the radii of giant planets of di↵erent masses
and of di↵erent compositions. The goal is to validate our model
by comparison with existing work (e.g. Fortney et al. 2007 or
Bara↵e et al. 2008).

We do this by performing the same combined formation and
evolution calculations as shown for Jupiter, with the only di↵er-
ence that we vary the initial planetesimal surface density (which
will eventually lead to di↵erent core masses) and the moment
when we terminate the gas accretion, so that we get di↵erent
total masses. Otherwise, the calculations are identical, which
means for example that our calculations apply for planets at a
distance of 5.2 AU from a solar like star.

Such calculations are shown in Fig. 6. The plot shows for
planets of final masses of 0.15, 1, 2, 5 and 10 MX the total and
core mass as a function of time. The lines for the 1 Jupiter mass
planet are the same as in sect. 6. The gas accretion rate in run-
away is 0.01 M�/yr in all cases. Therefore, more massive planets
reach their final mass later. It is interesting to note that all plan-
ets have a final core mass of about 33 M�, except for the lowest
mass planet (total mass 0.14MX = 44.5M�) which has a core of
about 18 Earth masses. The lower core mass in this case is due
to the fact that for this planet, gas and solid accretion are (ex-
ternally) ramped down before it reaches the gas runaway phase.
The nearly identical core mass of all other planets is in contrast
not externally imposed. It is rather a natural consequence of the
decrease of the capture radius at the moment when the planet
collapses (which happens always at the same mass, independent
of the final mass) and the ejection of planetesimals which be-
comes important as the planet grows in mass (sect. 6.2.1).

Figure 7 shows the internal pressure-temperature structure
of these planets (plus also of a 20 MX planet) at an age of 4 to
5 Gyrs. The left end of the lines corresponds to the surface of
the planet, while the right end corresponds to the envelope-core

Fig. 6. Total mass (solid lines) and core mass (dotted lines) as
a function of time for planets with final masses of 0.14, 1, 2, 5
and 10 MX. For the lowest mass planet we shut down accretion
before it passes into the runaway gas accretion regime. Note that
the four more massive planets have a nearly identical core mass,
which is not externally imposed, but a natural consequence of the
decrease of the capture radius and the increase of planetesimal
ejection.

interface. The 0.14 MX planet has near the surface a significant
radiative zone. Otherwise the planets are nearly fully convective,
and characterized by a single adiabat. Near a pressure of about 1
Mbar we see a change in slope which comes from the molecular
to metallic transition of hydrogen, also visible in a similar figure
in Guillot & Gautier (2009).

7.1. Mass-radius relation

The mass-radius relation of (giant) planets has been studied for
a long time (e.g. Zapolsky & Salpeter 1969). The interest in the
relation lies in its connection to the composition of the planet and
the state of matter in its interior. For recent reviews, see Chabrier
et al. (2009) or Fortney et al. (2010).

The general result qualitatively already found by Zapolsky
& Salpeter (1969) is that the M-R relationship in the giant planet
regime is characterized by a local maximum in R. This behavior
can be understand with polytropic models with a polytropic in-
dex that increases with mass. This change is in turn due to the in-
creasing importance of degeneracy pressure of electrons relative
to the classical coulomb contribution of ions with planet mass
(e.g. Chabrier et al. 2009). Another general result is that the ra-
dius of giant planets decreases with core mass and increases with
increasing proximity to the star (e.g. Fortney et al. 2007; Bara↵e
et al. 2008).

In figure 8 we show the mass-radius relation for planets with
masses between 0.14 and 20 MX. This are the same models as
in Fig. 6 and 7. Except for the lowest mass planet with a core
of about 18 M�, the core mass is approximately 33 M�. The
radii are shown at 0.1, 1, 4.6 and 10 Gyrs. The planets were
calculated using the cold start assumption, which however plays
only a role at t = 0.1 Gyrs and for planets more massive than

1 Myr

4.6 Gyr Jupiter
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3 Monte Carlo initial conditions
!
!
IR excess  
!
vary lifetime via 
photoevaporation 
rate

3 Disk lifetime

Haisch et al. 2001, Fedele et al. 2010

NGC 2024

Trapezium

IC 348

NGC 2362

2 Disk (gas) masses
Thermal continuum emission from cold dust at mm 
and submm wavelengths (Ophiuchus nebula).

1 Metallicity  
assume same in star 
and disk
Stellar [Fe/H] from spectroscopy. 
Gaussian  distribution for [Fe/H] 
with µ ~0.0, σ~ 0.2. (e.g. Santos 
et al. 2003)
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Fig. 2. Left: metallicity distribution of stars with planets making part of the CORALIE planet search sample (shaded histogram) compared
with the same distribution for the about 1000 non binary stars in the CORALIE volume-limited sample (see text for more details). Right: the
percentage of stars belonging to the CORALIE search sample that have been discovered to harbor planetary mass companions plotted as a
function of the metallicity. The vertical axis represents the percentage of planet hosts with respect to the total CORALIE sample.

suggests that we may be looking at the approximate limit on the
metallicity of the stars in the solar neighborhood.

Here we have repeated the analysis presented in Paper II,
but using only the planet host stars included in the well de-
fined CORALIE sample7. This sub-sample has a total of 41 ob-
jects, ∼60% of them having planets discovered in the con-
text of the CORALIE survey itself. Here we have included all
stars known to have companions with minimum masses lower
than ∼18 MJup; changing this limit to e.g. 10 MJup does not
change any of the results presented below.

The fact that planets seem to orbit the most metal-rich stars
in the solar neighborhood has led some groups to build planet
search samples based on the high metal content of their host
stars. Examples of these are the stars BD-10 3166 (Butler et al.
2000), HD 4203 (Vogt et al. 2002), and HD 73526, HD 76700,
HD 30177, and HD 2039 (Tinney et al. 2002). Although clearly
increasing the planet detection rate, these kind of metallicity bi-
ased samples completely spoil any statistical study. Using only
stars being surveyed for planets in the context of the CORALIE
survey (none of these 6 stars is included), a survey that has
never used the metallicity as a favoring quantity for looking for
planets, has thus the advantage of minimizing this bias.

As we can see from Fig. 2 (left panel), the metallicity distri-
bution for the planet host stars included in the CORALIE sam-
ple does show an increasing trend with [Fe/H]. In the figure,
the empty histogram represents the [Fe/H] distribution for a
large volume limited sample of stars included in the CORALIE

7 These are: HD 142, HD 1237, HD 4208, HD 6434, HD 13445,
HD 16141, HD 17051, HD 19994, HD 22049, HD 23079, HD 28185,
HD 39091, HD 52265, HD 75289, HD 82943, HD 83443, HD 92788,
HD 108147, HD 114386, HD 114729, HD 114783, HD 121504,
HD 130322, HD 134987, HD 141937, HD 147513, HD 160691,
HD 162020, HD 168443, HD 168746, HD 169830, HD 179949,
HD 192263, HD 196050, HD 202206, HD 210277, HD 213240,
HD 216435, HD 216437, HD 217107, and HD 222582.

survey (Udry et al. 2000). The metallicities for this latter sam-
ple were computed from a precise calibration of the CORALIE
Cross-Correlation Function (see Santos et al. 2002a); since the
calibrators used were the stars presented in Paper I, Paper II,
and this paper, the final results are in the very same scale.

The knowledge of the metallicity distribution for stars in
the solar neighborhood (and included in the CORALIE sam-
ple) permits us to determine the percentage of planet host stars
per metallicity bin. The result is seen in Fig. 2 (right panel). As
we can perfectly see, the probability of finding a planet host is
a strong function of its metallicity. This result confirms former
analysis done in Paper II and by Reid (2002). For example, here
we can see that about 7% of the stars in the CORALIE sample
having metallicity between 0.3 and 0.4 dex have been discov-
ered to harbor a planet. On the other hand, less than 1% of the
stars having solar metallicity seem to have a planet. This result
is thus probably telling us that the probability of forming a giant
planet, or at least a planet of the kind we are finding now, de-
pends strongly on the metallicity of the gas that gave origin to
the star and planetary system. This might be simple explained if
we consider that the higher the metallicity (i.e. dust density of
the disk) the higher might be the probability of forming a core
(and an higher mass core) before the disk dissipates (Pollack
et al. 1996; Kokubo & Ida 2002).

Although it is unwise to draw any strong conclusions based
on only one point, it is worth noticing that our own Sun is in the
“metal-poor” tail of the planet host [Fe/H] distribution. Other
stars having very long period systems (more similar to the Solar
System case) do also present an iron abundance above solar. If
we take all stars having companions with periods longer than
1000 days and eccentricities lower than 0.3 we obtain an aver-
age <[Fe/H]> of +0.21. A lower (but still high) value of +0.12
is achieved if we do not introduce any eccentricity limit into
this sample. We caution, however, that these systems are not
necessarily real Solar System analogs.

Santos et al. 2003

D. Fedele et al.: Accretion Timescale in PMS stars

Table 2. Adopted age, spectral type range, facc and fIRAC (when available) in Figs. 3 and 4.

Cluster Age Sp.T range facc fIRAC Age ref. facc ref. fIRAC ref.
[Myr] [%] [%]

rho Oph 1 K0–M4 50 ± 16 M05 M05
Taurus 1.5 K0–M4 59 ± 9 62 M05 M05 Ha05
NGC 2068/71 2 K1–M5 61 ± 9 70 FM08 FM08 FM08
Cha I 2 K0–M4 44 ± 8 52–64 Lu08 M05 Lu08
IC348 2.5 K0–M4 33 ± 6 47 L06 M05 L06
NGC 6231 3 K0–M3 15 ± 5 S07 this work
σ Ori 3 K4–M5 30 ± 17 35 C08 this work He07
Upper Sco 5 K0–M4 7 ± 2 19 C06 M05 C06
NGC 2362 5 K1–M4 5 ± 5 19 D07 D07 D07
NGC 6531 7.5 K4–M4 8 ± 5 P01 this work
η Cha 8 K4–M4 27 ± 19 50 S09 JA06 S09
TWA 8 K3–M5 6 ± 6 D06 JA06
NGC 2169 9 K5–M6 0+3 JE07 JE07
25 Ori 10 K2–M5 6 ± 2 B07 B07
NGC 7160 10 K0–M1 2 ± 2 4 SA06 SA05 SA06
ASCC 58 10 K0–M5 0+5 K05 this work
β Pic 12 K6–M4 0+13 ZS04 JA06
NGC 2353 12 K0–M4 0+6 K05 this work
Collinder 65 25 K0–M5 0+7 K05 this work
Tuc-Hor 27 K1–M3 0+8 ZS04 JA06
NGC 6664 46 K0–M1 0+4 S82 this work

References. Schmidt (1982, S82), Park et al. (2001, P01), Hartmann et al. (2005, Ha05), Kharchenko et al. (2005, K05), Mohanty et al.
(2005, M05), Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2005, SA05), Carpenter et al. (2006, C06), Lada et al. (2006, L06), Jayawardhana et al. (2006, JA06),
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2006, SA06), Dahm & Hillenbrand (2007, D07), Briceño et al. (2007, B07), Jeffries et al. (2007, JE07), Hernández et al.
(2007, He07), Sana et al. (2007, S07), Caballero (2008, C08), Flaherty & Muzerolle (2008, FM08), Luhman et al. (2008, L08), Sicilia-Aguilar
et al. (2009, S09), Zuckerman & Song (2004, ZS04).

Fig. 3. Accreting stars-frequency as a function of age. New data (based
on the VIMOS survey) are shown as (red) dots, literature data as (green)
squares. Colored version is available in the electronic form.

He I 5876 Å in emission (EW = −0.5 Å, –0.6 Å respectively).
The evidence of large Hα10% together with the He I emission is
most likely due to ongoing mass accretion, and these two stars
are classified as accreting stars. We estimate a fraction of accret-
ing stars in NGC 6231 of 11/75 or 15 (±5%). We warn the reader
that this might be a lower limit to the actual fraction of accret-
ing stars; further investigation is needed to disentagle the nature
(accretion vs binarity/rapid rotation) of the systems with large
Hα10% (>300 km s−1) but low EW [Hα].

Fig. 4. facc (dots) versus fIRAC (squares) and exponential fit for facc (dot-
ted line) and for fIRAC (dashed line).

NGC 6531

We identified 26 cluster members in NGC 6531 based on the
presence of Hα emission and presence of Li. 13 other sources
show presence of Li 6708 Å, but have Hα in absorption. As in
the case of NGC 6231, these might be cluster members with no
or a reduced chromospheric activity. We measured the EW of Li
6708 Å of these 13 sources and compared them with the typi-
cal EW of the 26 stars in NGC 6531 showing also Hα emission
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3. Derived distributions of the disk structure parameters for the composite sample (combining the results presented here and in Paper I). From left to right
are the disk masses (Md), radial surface density gradients (γ ), characteristic radii (Rc), scale-heights at 100 AU (H100), and the radial scale-height gradients (ψ). The
contributions of the four disks with diminished millimeter emission in their central regions are hatched.

Figure 4. Comparison of the data with the best-fit disk structure models. The left panels show the SMA continuum image, corresponding model image, and imaged
residuals (data-model). Contours are drawn at the same 3σ intervals in each panel. Cross hairs mark the disk centers and major axis position angle; their relative
lengths represent the disk inclination. The right panels show the broadband SEDs and deprojected visibility profiles, with best-fit models overlaid in red. The input
stellar photospheres are shown as blue dashed curves.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Planets at large distances
Fraction of stars with scattered 
or ejected planets (a>30 AU) 
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2 far giant planets 0.4 % 

7 ejected giant planets 1.4 % 
!

18 far low-mass planets 3.6%  

33 ejected low-mass planets 6.6 %

38 far giant planets 5.8 % 

2 ejected giant planets 0.5 % 
!

48 far low-mass planets 7.3 %  
46 ejected low-mass planets 7.0 %

longer τe,i 659 stars with 10 embryos

 (Cresswell & Nelson 2008)

2 giants: frequency 0.4 %

24 giants: frequency 3.6 %

Brandt et al. 2014:  
5-70 MJ 
10-100 AU 
1.0 - 3.1 %

Mstar = 1 M⊙Swoboda et al. in prep	




Planetary initial mass function
10 embryos/disk (full N-body), start mass: 0.01 MEarth 
Mstar=1M⊙, full non-isothermal type I, alpha= 2 x10-3 
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• Complex structure, dominated by low mass planets 
• Consistent w. non-detection of Jupiters around ~90% stars. 

Type Mass (M % 	

(of M>1 M

(Super)-Earth < 7 61

Neptunian 7-30 17

Intermediate 30-100 3

Jovian 100-1000 13

Super-Jupiter > 1000 5

Benz et al. 2014

P-IMF



Comparison with observations
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Constraints in the P-IMF: transition

Once Mcrit is reached, rapid gas accretion begins.

Depending on                       P-IMF slope can be positive, flat, negative. 
Controlled by: local gas mass, viscous transport, Bondi rate, Tacc~TKH (M)

C. Mordasini et al.: The HARPS search for southern extra-solar planets. XXIII. 9

not be explained by an observational bias. This is because the
lower mass Neptunian and Super-Earth planets are more di⇥-
cult to detect than intermediate mass planets. It is interesting to
note that a relative paucity of intermediate mass planets is also
seen in transit searches (Hartman et al. 2009).

Several physical e�ects influence the runaway gas accretion
rate (Lubow et al. 1999; Ida& Lin 2004; Mordasini et al. 2009a;
Lissauer et al. 2009): Thermal pressure in the planetary enve-
lope at lower planetary masses, the global evolution (dissipation)
of the protoplanetary disk which reduces the amount of matter
available for the planet, the rate of mass transport due to viscos-
ity within the disk towards the planet as well as local phenomena
like the formation of a gap, or the exhaustion of the gas directly
in the gravitational reach of the planet.

While several planetary population synthesis simulations
built on the core accretion paradigm share the common feature
that they predict some depletion of intermediate mass planets
relative to other planet types, they attribute in their underly-
ing formation models (cf. Alibert et al. 2005) distinct impor-
tance to the various e�ects mentioned above, so that there are
clear di�erences in the degree of depletion: from an almost
complete absence of such planets between 0.1-1 AU (Miguel
& Brunini 2008, 2009), over a significant depletion (Ida & Lin
2004, 2008a, 2008b) to a rather moderate one (about a factor 2-3
relative to Jovian planets) in Mordasini et al. (2009a, 2009b).

The reason for the di�erence between the latter two mod-
els was discussed in details in Mordasini et al. (2009a). SAYYY
IT!! Here we illustrate this in Fig. 7 that shows the theoretically
obtained mass distribution from Neptunian to Jovian planets us-
ing two di�erent assumptions for the gas accretion rate in run-
away. Other settings are similar as in Mordasini et al. (2009a).
Only planets with a period less than 5 years are shown which
are detectable for a RV instrument of 1 m/s precision, similar as
HARPS. In one simulation, the gas accretion rate of the planet
is limited by the accretion rate in the disk only if the mass of
the planet is larger than the local gas isolation mass, calculated
with the undisturbed gas surface density. This is similar to the
criterion used by Ida & Lin (2004). The underlying assumption
is here that gas already inside the planet’s Hill sphere can be
accreted independently of the inflow from further out. This in-
flow is in turn limited by the disk viscosity. In the other case,
the planetary gas accretion rate is limited by the accretion rate
in the disk in any case. The underlying assumption is here that
due to gap formation, the mass directly available to the planet
is in fact small, in particular smaller than the gas isolation mass
as calculated above, as (beginning) gap formation reduces the
gas surface density around the planet. The plot shows that this
setting has an important e�ect on the frequency of intermediate
mass planets, which are in the first model clearly less frequent
that in the second one, as the maximal accretion rates occurring
in the first simulation are larger than in the second.

Bodies with masses of up to several ten Earth masses can
in principle also form after the dissipation of the gas disk if
enough solids are available in situ, which is in particular the case
at larger distances beyond the ice line. Such bodies would then
be essentially gas free. At the rather small orbital distances of
HD 85390 b and HD 103197 b (1.5 and 0.25 AU, respectively),
for realistic solid disk masses, such a formation scenario seems
however unlikely: The two planets are larger than what can be
formed by this process at their current distances (Ida & Lin
2004), considering the host star metallicities.

The two intermediate mass planets were therefore very prob-
ably formed while the gas disk was still present. In this case,
the mass of a planet core cannot grow to arbitrarily large val-

Fig. 7. Theoretical mass distribution from Neptunian to Jovian
mass planets obtained from a population synthesis calcula-
tion. The solid line shows a population where the planetary
gas accretion rate was only limited by the disk accretion rate
if the planet has a mass larger than the local gas isolation mass.
For the dotted line, the limit was used in any case. Both dis-
tributions were normalized to unity at the first bin at about 20
Earth masses. ADD OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION, WITH THE
SCALING FOR SMALL MASSES (AS SHOWN BY MICHEL
IN SB)? STRESS DIRECTNESS AND CLEARNESS OF THE
STATISTICAL CONSTRAINT. NEW!

ues without runaway gas accretion setting in. The masses of
HD 85390 b and HD 103197 b are larger than the mass at which
this process starts (although not by a large factor, and the spe-
cific value depends on e.g. the unknown core accretion rate,
see Papaloizou & Terquem 1999). The two planets are therefore
probably examples where gas runaway started, but only shortly
before the gas disk disappeared, so that only low quantities of
gas were still available to accrete, and that the gas accretion
rate was low. Indeed consist synthetic planets (Mordasini et
al. 2009b) that are situated at a similar position in the mass-
distance plane as HD 85390 b (M sin i = 45.3M�) of typically
about 40% hydrogen and helium in mass. The scatter around
this value is quite large, reflecting di�erent disk properties, and
ranges from still clearly solid dominated planets (⇥ 10% gas) to
small gas giants (⇥ 70% gas). For the less massive HD 103197 b
(M sin i = 31.8M�) the typical value is about 30%, with a scat-
ter around this value of about 15%. We conclude that these two
exoplanets have thus probably not only a mass, but also a com-
position between Neptunian and Jovian planets.

From this discussion we see that it is important to observa-
tionally infer relative frequencies of planetary types between 20
to 100 M� to better understand the runaway phase. This will fi-
nally enable us to construct better formation models. In the ideal
case, the planets should be transiting their host star, but be lo-
cated still so far away from it that evaporation can be ruled out,
so that the primordial composition can be studied.

Acknowledgements. We thank the di�erent observers from other HARPS GTO
subprograms who have also measured the stars discussed here. We thank Xavier
Dumusque for helpful input. We thank the Swiss National Research Foundation
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Fig. 1. Logarithmic plots of the surface density Σ for the relaxed state
after 2000 orbits for two different masses of the planet which is located
at r = 1.0 in dimensionless units. Top: q = 3.0×10−3, and bottom: q =
5.0 × 10−3 calculated with NIRVANA. The inner disk stays circular
in both cases but the outer disk only in the lower mass case. For q =
5.0×10−3 it becomes clearly eccentric with some visible fine structure
in the gap. For illustration, the drawn ellipse (solid line in the lower
plot) has one focus at the stellar location and an eccentricity of 0.20.

expected due to the stronger gravitational torques. For the low-
est mass q = 0.001 model (solid line) the gap is not completely
cleared.

3.2. Dependencies on numerical parameters

The threshold mass where the transition from circular to ec-
centric occurs apparently depends on the width and shape of
the gap, and parameters that will change the gap structure will
also change this threshold mass. Before we analyze physi-
cal influences we display in Fig. 4 the surface density profile
and the disk eccentricity for models using different numerical
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Fig. 2. Disk eccentricity as a function of radius for the several models
with q = 0.001 up to q = 0.005 at t = 2500 orbits, for the q = 0.003
model at t = 3850. For the two lower curves q = 0.001 and q = 0.002,
the outer edge of the computational domain lies at rmax = 2.5.
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Fig. 3. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the surface density for
different planet masses, for the same models and times as in Fig. 2.
The width of the gap increases with planetary mass.

parameters but all with same physical setup for q = 0.004, and
at the same evolutionary time of 2500 orbits (the high resolu-
tion model at t = 1750 orbits).

The solid line refers to the basic reference model (as in
Fig. 3, 4 MJup model). We first find that the mass value where
the transition occurs may depend on the location of the outer
boundary rmax. If the stand-off distance of the planet to the
outer boundary is too small the damping boundary condi-
tions, which tend to circularize the disk, prevent the disk from
becoming eccentric. The simulations using a 4 MJup planet
and a smaller rmax clearly shows this effect. For this mass
of the planet the disk will not anymore become eccentric for

Sufficiently massive planets (>3-5 MJ): sudden 
transition of disk from circular to eccentric. 
Rapid accretion restarts. 
!
Limited by amount of gas that flows to planet.

Constraints in the P-IMF: upper end
Upper end of the P-IMF: controlled by disk mass & lifetime 
distributions, and gap formation.372 W. Kley and G. Dirksen: Disk eccentricity and embedded planets
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in the gap. For illustration, the drawn ellipse (solid line in the lower
plot) has one focus at the stellar location and an eccentricity of 0.20.
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centric occurs apparently depends on the width and shape of
the gap, and parameters that will change the gap structure will
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parameters but all with same physical setup for q = 0.004, and
at the same evolutionary time of 2500 orbits (the high resolu-
tion model at t = 1750 orbits).

The solid line refers to the basic reference model (as in
Fig. 3, 4 MJup model). We first find that the mass value where
the transition occurs may depend on the location of the outer
boundary rmax. If the stand-off distance of the planet to the
outer boundary is too small the damping boundary condi-
tions, which tend to circularize the disk, prevent the disk from
becoming eccentric. The simulations using a 4 MJup planet
and a smaller rmax clearly shows this effect. For this mass
of the planet the disk will not anymore become eccentric for
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FIG. 10.ÈStreamline in the case of a depleted inner disk. The streamline starts in the outer disk and enters the inner disk (see ° 4.5).

FIG. 11.ÈMass accretion rate (normalized by the mass accretion rate
onto a 1 planet) as a function of planet mass for planets that orbit aMJ1 star.M

_

There are, however, two limiting cases where the migra-
tion e†ects can be considered based on the results of this
paper. In both cases, the application is valid because the
migration rate is small. In one case, the planet mass is large
compared with the disk mass. Another case occurs when the
planet is surrounded by only an outer disk. This situation
could arise, for example, if a planet migrates to a central
hole in the disk where migration e†ectively stops, enabling
the so-called hot Jupiters to survive capture by the central
star (Lin et al. 1996).

Table 1 shows the migration rates caused by the gravita-
tional back reaction of the gas on the 1 planet model ofMJ° 4. Contributions to migration come from torques in the
four regions of space described in Table 1 : the inner disk,
inner gap, outer gap, and outer disk. In this terminology,
the inner and outer disks refer to the region outside the gap
as seen in Figure 2. The inner and outer gap regions contain

TABLE 1

MIGRATION RATE OF A 1 PLANETMJ
Region Interval a5 (2nM

s
)/(aM

d
)

p
)

Inner disk . . . . . . 0.2a \ r \ 0.8a ]0.0015
Inner gap . . . . . . . 0.8a \ r \ 1.0a [0.0155
Outer gap . . . . . . 1.0a \ r \ 1.2a ]0.0135
Outer disk . . . . . . 1.2a \ r \ 7.0a [0.0039

Total . . . . . . . . . 0.2a \ r \ 7.0a [0.0044

Gap: 
Auto-regulation  
of maximal 
planetary 
masses?

Kley & Dirksen 2006 without limitation

with gap 	

limitation
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Fig. 14. Histogram and cumulative distribution of the metallicity of close-in synthetic planets. The upper two panels are for the nominal

population ( fI = 0.001), the lower two for a population with a faster type I migration ( fI = 0.1). In all panels, green lines stand for massive

planets (M > 100M⊕), the blue lines are planets with 100 > M/M⊕ > 6M⊕, and red lines are tiny planets (M/M⊕ < 6), all inside the feeding

limit, i.e. inside about 0.1 AU. The black lines serves for comparison and is the metallicity distribution of all synthetic planets (at all semimajor

axes) and thus simply corresponds to the distribution from which we draw the initial conditions.

the mass as obtained in the formationmodel byMlate, whenever

the latter is larger.

In the inner parts of planetary systems, growth through gi-

ant impacts ceases when a planetary system has evolved into

a quasi stable state where further dynamical evolution would

only happen on a timescale comparable or larger the system

age. This roughly happens when the orbits are spaced by sep-

arations ∆a of order a (e.g. Goldreich et al. 2004). In the so-

lar system, the relative spacing is ∆a ∼ a/3 (Goldreich et

al. 2004). This corresponds to what is roughly expected: In

this late phase, random velocities of the protoplanets with ra-

dius R and mass M are excited by mutual interactions to val-

ues of about vsurf =
√
GM/R, which results in radial excur-

sions and thus ∆a ≈ vsurf/Ω, where Ω is the Keplerian fre-

quency (Goldreich et al. 2004; Ida & Lin 2004a). For a 1 M⊕
planet at 1 AU from the sun, vsurf/Ω ≈ 0.3 AU. This corre-

Host star [Fe/H] of giant and low-mass planets
a<0.1 AUObservations Mstar=1 M⊙	
Synthetic
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Table 1.Mean metallicities of different groups of synthetic planets.

Mean [Fe/H] Nominal fI = 0.1

All planets -0.02 -0.02

Hot, M/M⊕ < 6 0.00 0.00

Hot, 6 < M/M⊕ < 100 0.05 0.06

Hot, M/M⊕ > 100 0.08 0.17

conditions (Paper I). Below this limit we can still conclude that

there are additional low mass planets, but their final mass is

not well described in the model. The upper two panels in Fig.

14 show the nominal population with a type I efficiency fac-

tor fI = 0.001, while the two lower panels show a non-nominal

population with fI = 0.1. Numerical values for the mean metal-

licity of the different sub-populations are listed in table 1.

In all figures, the black line additionally shows for compar-

ison the [Fe/H] distribution of all synthetic planets, and thus

the distribution from which the initial conditions are drawn. It

is a Gaussian with a mean µ = −0.02 and a dispersionσ = 0.22
dex (cf. Paper I).

One notes that for both populations, the hot Jovian planets

have a distribution that is more metal rich than the intermediate

mass and Neptunian planets or the Super-Earth planets. For the

nominal distribution, the difference between the intermediate

and the high mass bin is however extremely small, except for

a possible excess of Hot Jupiters with a high metallicity ! 0.2

dex. In terms of mean metallicities, the difference is just 0.03

dex. For the population with fI = 0.1, the situation is quantita-

tively quite different: Here, the mean metallicity of the Jovian

mass bin is with 0.17 dex clearly higher (+0.11 dex) than the

middle bin with the Neptunian planets (0.06 dex). For compari-

son, Ghezzi et al. (2010) give a mean metallicity for Neptunian

planet only FGK hosts of 0.01 dex, and of 0.12 dex for Jovian

planet FGK hosts. For the lowest mass bin, which contains the

proto-terrestrial planets, a vanishingly small offset to the dis-

tribution from which the initial conditions are drawn is seen,

for both synthetic populations, as these planets have a mean

[Fe/H]=0.00. In this very low mass domain, quantitative re-

sults from the formation model must however be regarded with

caution.

We thus see that, as expected, the mean [Fe/H] decreases

with decreasing planetary mass. Quantitative results are how-

ever dependent on poorly constrained model parameters like fI.

The large difference for the mean metallicity of Jovian planets

for the two populations stems in particular from the follow-

ing: As is well visible in panel C (and to a lesser extent also in

panel A) of Fig. 1, giant planets forming in high [Fe/H] and low

Σ0 environments inside the iceline do not usually migrate into

the feeding limit provided that type I migration is negligible

( fI = 0.001), because of the very efficient braking effect in type

II migration at such small semimajor axes (sect. 3.4.1). They

rather stay at distances between roughly 0.4 and 1 AU. Instead,

many Hot Jupiters are the final outcome of embryos starting

in intermediate or even low solid surface density environments

beyond the iceline, which then migrate over a significant dis-

tance due to the collection effect.

For fI = 0.1 this is different: There, type I migration, which

has a migration rate that increases in contrast linearly with

planet mass, brings the quickly growing cores starting inside

the iceline already so close to 0.1 AU, that many planets form-

ing in such a high [Fe/H] environment eventually end up as Hot

Jupiters, causing thus the high mean metallicity.

For the population with fI = 0.001, but only partially sup-

pressed type II migration, one finds results for the metallicities

that approximately lie between the two cases discussed here. In

summary we see that the metallicity distribution of Hot Jupiters

is a measure of the efficiency of both type I and type II migra-

tion.

We finally comment that the recent discovery of a high fre-

quency of low mass planets close to their parent star (Mayor et

al. 2009) is probably indicative of a quite efficient type I migra-

tion. On the the other hand, the distribution of semimajor axes

of giant planets at larger semimajor axes can only be repro-

duced when the migration rate as obtained from linear theories

for isothermal disks is reduced by a significant factor (Paper

II; Schlaufman et al. 2009). The answer to this dilemma is

probably a significantly more complex migration pattern (e.g.

Paardekooper et al. 2010; Lyra et al. 2010) than what can be

mimicked with global efficiency factors. This important issue

will be adressed in dedicated work (Dittkrist et al. in prep.).

3.6. Detection probabilities

3.6.1. Metallicity: Wakening of the metallicity effect

Comparing observed and theoretical detection probabilities

Pdet of planets as a function of some input (disk) variable is

a classical application of population synthesis like calculations

(e.g. Ida & Lin 2004b; Kornet et al. 2005; Dodson-Robinson

et al. 2006; Matsuo et al. 2007). In Paper II, we compared the

synthetic “metallicity effect” (the increase of the detection rate

of giant planets with host star [Fe/H]) to the observed one and

found that the synthesis can reproduce this important observa-

tional constraint. Here we focus on two other aspects, namely

first how the “metallicity effect” wakens if the instrumental ac-

curacy increases, and second how it depends on the amount of

gas present in protoplanetary disk.

For simplicity, we here assume that a planet can be detected

by the radial velocity method if it induces a velocity semiampli-

tude K larger than some specified value ϵ, and if its orbital pe-

riod is less than 10 years. In the left panel of Fig. 15 we have

plotted the fraction of stars with a detectable synthetic planet

for four different instrumental accuracies ϵ, namely for 10 m/s

and 1 m/s which can be attained today, and additionally two

extreme hypothetical precisions of 0.2 m/s and 0.1 m/s which

might be reached in the future. For the later two precisions, the

limitation of the model that it does not include the long term

growth of low mass planets after the gaseous disk has disap-

peared, becomes important (Paper I). To approximately miti-

gate this limitation we proceed like this:

After first subtracting the artificial excess mass due to the

0.6 M⊕ starting seed, we calculated for each planet a first order

estimate of the mass Mlate it would reach during the late stages

of accretion after the gaseous disk has disappeared, and replace
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probably a significantly more complex migration pattern (e.g.
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synthetic “metallicity effect” (the increase of the detection rate

of giant planets with host star [Fe/H]) to the observed one and

found that the synthesis can reproduce this important observa-

tional constraint. Here we focus on two other aspects, namely

first how the “metallicity effect” wakens if the instrumental ac-

curacy increases, and second how it depends on the amount of

gas present in protoplanetary disk.

For simplicity, we here assume that a planet can be detected

by the radial velocity method if it induces a velocity semiampli-

tude K larger than some specified value ϵ, and if its orbital pe-

riod is less than 10 years. In the left panel of Fig. 15 we have

plotted the fraction of stars with a detectable synthetic planet

for four different instrumental accuracies ϵ, namely for 10 m/s

and 1 m/s which can be attained today, and additionally two

extreme hypothetical precisions of 0.2 m/s and 0.1 m/s which

might be reached in the future. For the later two precisions, the

limitation of the model that it does not include the long term

growth of low mass planets after the gaseous disk has disap-

peared, becomes important (Paper I). To approximately miti-

gate this limitation we proceed like this:

After first subtracting the artificial excess mass due to the

0.6 M⊕ starting seed, we calculated for each planet a first order

estimate of the mass Mlate it would reach during the late stages
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Fig. 2. The surface density of solids as a function distance from the star
in the protoplanetary disk with the same parameters as in Fig. 1 after
106 yr from the beginning of its evolution. Different curves correspond
to different values of the mass of the central star in solar masses as
described by the labels.

(Weidenschilling 1977; Kornet et al. 2002). A change M⋆ in-
fluences it in two opposite manners. On the one hand, Vmax

s in-
creases with the mass of the star due to the increase in the disk
temperature. On the other hand, it decreases because of the in-
crease in the Keplerian velocity. Of these two competing factors,
the second one dominates, and as a result the Vmax

s is a decreas-
ing function of M⋆.

Due to the inward migration of solids and their confinement
to much smaller radii, the final surface density of planetesimals
is increased locally within a factor of a few in comparison with
the initial value of Σs. As this effect is larger in disks around less
massive stars, their final planetesimal swarms tend to be more
favourable to the formation of giant planets.

3.2. Minimum surface density

To quantify the influence of M⋆ on the effectiveness of giant
planet formation from a planetesimal swarm, we introduce the
concept of the minimum surface density Σs,min. We define it as
the minimum value of the initial surface density of planetesi-
mals Σs,init needed to form a Jupiter-mass (1 MJ) planet in less
than the lifetime of the protoplanetary disk τf . For τf we adopt
a value of 3 × 106 yr.

First, by solving the set of Eqs. (7), (9), and (12) with differ-
ent values of Σs,init, we determine Σs,min as a function of distance
from the star. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for the same values
of M⋆ as before. Close to the star (a < 10 AU), Σs,init is a de-
creasing function a. In this regime, the accreting protoplanetary
core rapidly accumulates all planetesimals in its feeding zone
and reaches the isolation mass Miso. Afterwards, the accretion
of planetesimals is negligible and the planet grows mainly due
to the accretion of gas. Upon integrating Eq. (12), we obtain the
minimum isolation mass needed to form a 1 MJ planet within τf :

Miso ≥ [M1−c
J + (c − 1)Ãτf ]1/(1−c), (14)

where we assumed that the time needed for the core to reach Miso
is much shorter than τf . On the other hand, from the definition
of Miso, we see that

Miso =
(2π)3/2

√
h

a3
!
∆a
RH

"3/2
M−1/2
⋆ Σ3/2

s,init. (15)
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Fig. 3. The minimum surface density of a planetesimal swarm needed
to from a 1 MJ planet in less than 3 × 106 yr as a function of distance
from the central star. Different curves are obtained for different masses
of the central star, as labeled in units of solar masses in the upper right
corner.

Combining these two equations and neglecting the factor M1−b
J ,

we obtain an analytical formula for Σs,min

Σs,min =
h1/3

2π
a−2
!
∆a
RH

"−1

M1/3
⋆ [(c − 1)Ãτf ]2/3(1−c), (16)

which for a < 10 AU agrees very well with the exact values
of Σs,min on the descending branch of the curve Σs,min(a) (see
Fig. 4). Note that in this regime the quantity Σs,min is an increas-
ing function of the stellar mass. This behaviour is due to the fact
that, while we increase M⋆, the Hill sphere shrinks, and as a re-
sult the isolation mass decreases (provided, of course, that Σs,init
stays constant).

For sufficiently large radii (a > 10 AU), Σs,min(a) changes its
slope and becomes an increasing function of a. In this regime,
the time scale of accretion of the planetesimals onto the core is
larger than the lifetime of the disk and becomes the main factor
to determine Σs,min. Consequently, the surface density of plan-
etesimals in the feeding zone never drops much below its initial
value. To describe the formation of a planet analytically under
these conditions, we divide the whole process into two phases.
During the first phase the planet exclusively due to the accre-
tion of planetesimals grows. We assume that the surface density
of planetesimal swarm Σs does not change in time, because the
core only accumulates a negligible fraction of solids present in
the feeding zone. From Eq. (7) we obtain

dMp

dt
= AcM2/3

p , (17)

where

Ac =

!
3π2

4

"1/3 √
GC1Ccap

1
(hρc)1/3

M1/6
⋆√
a
Σs,init (18)

is a constant factor (we neglect the changes of Ccap in time,
and ρc in the above expression denotes the density of the core).
During the second phase the planet grows exclusively due to the
accretion of gas at a rate described by Eq. (12). This phase be-
gins when the planet reaches the mass Mp,int for which the ac-
cretion rate of gas is equal to the accretion rate of planetesimals.
From Eqs. (12) and (17), we get

Mp,int =
#Ac

Ã

$3/(3c−2)

. (19)

Kornet et al. 2006

candidates for this scenario). All of this leads us to
predict that within the diverse ensemble of plan-
etary systems, ones resembling our own are the
exception rather than the rule. Observationsmay be
hinting at this already (30), although the true planet
distribution remains largely obscured by selection
effects (25). On the other hand, scaled-down ver-
sions of the solar system, in which a moderate
amount of migration took place, are likely to be
more common; indeed, such a system has recently
been discovered through microlensing (31). Final-
ly, scenarios in which type II migration is reduced
(32, 33) wouldmodify our prediction, permitting a
more common occurrence of solar system analogs.

In all of our simulations, the formation of a
gas giant brings with it violent scattering of neigh-
boring smaller bodies, including other cores about to
undergo runaway gas accretion themselves. Such
scattering has been proposed as the origin of Uranus
and Neptune (34), with dynamical friction from the
remnant outer planetesimal disk (not modeled here)
serving to prevent their ejection and ultimately re-
circularize their orbits. Thus, whether or not Jupiter
and Saturn analogs are rare, it is likely that Uranus
and Neptune analogs are quite common.
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Suppressing Spin Qubit Dephasing by
Nuclear State Preparation
D. J. Reilly,1 J. M. Taylor,2 J. R. Petta,3 C. M. Marcus,1* M. P. Hanson,4 A. C. Gossard4

Coherent spin states in semiconductor quantum dots offer promise as electrically controllable
quantum bits (qubits) with scalable fabrication. For few-electron quantum dots made from gallium
arsenide (GaAs), fluctuating nuclear spins in the host lattice are the dominant source of spin
decoherence. We report a method of preparing the nuclear spin environment that suppresses
the relevant component of nuclear spin fluctuations below its equilibrium value by a factor of ~70,
extending the inhomogeneous dephasing time for the two-electron spin state beyond
1 microsecond. The nuclear state can be readily prepared by electrical gate manipulation
and persists for more than 10 seconds.

Quantum information processing requires
the realization of interconnected, control-
lable quantum two-level systems (qubits)
that are sufficiently isolated from their en-

vironment that quantum coherence can be main-

tained for much longer than the characteristic
operation time. Electron spins in quantum dots
are an appealing candidate system for this appli-
cation, as the spin of the electron is typically only
weakly coupled to the environment relative to the

Fig. 3. Approximate
timing and location of
gas giant formation in
a protoplanetary disk.
(Bottom) The final or
“isolation” mass of solid
cores (black dots), with
spacing between succes-
sive cores taken fromplan-
et formation simulations
(38). (Top) The time (thick
solid curve) for a core
(black dots; vertical dotted
lines connect to corre-
sponding core in bottom
panel) to become a gas
giant (horizontal dotted
lines show times for in-
dividual protoplanets).
We approximate this as
the sum of the time for
the core to reach its final
mass, tcore (thin solid
curve), and the time for
the core to undergo run-
away gas accretion, taken
to be its Kelvin-Helmholtz time (39), tKH (dashed curve). As inmore detailed calculations (40), we find that gas
giant formation commences at one particular radius, which for typical parameters lies in or near the Jupiter-
Saturn region (in this case at 7 AU and at time tgiant just under 2 My). Giant formation begins in a burst, with
several planets growing in rapid succession, then slows down as it spreads to larger and smaller radii. In
practice, once an inner hole forms in the gas disk, formation is constrained to progress only outwards.
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Thommes et al. 2008

Minimal necessary local planetesimal surface density. 
!
Inside: available mass criterion 

-Migration relaxes the condition somewhat 
Outside: timescale criterion 

-Only long living disk make giants at low Σsolid at large distances 

sweet spot 
ca 2.4 x MMSN 

Preconditions for giant planets I
Study a posteriori which initial condition lead to a giant planet

Mordasini et al. 2012



4. 
Statistical results on radii

Mass- 
radius 
relation
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•M-R: First geophys. 
characterisation: 
 rocky, icy, gaseous 
!
•General trends 
•Large diversity 
•Inflated giant planets 
•Empty regions

!
•Constraints for formation 
theory beyond the a-M: 
!
Transition solid-gas dominated 
planets: efficiency of H/He accretion 
& loss: opacity in protoplanetary 
atmosphere, atmospheric escape

•Understandable with 
theoretical models? 

Mass M [Earth masses] •Must combine 
formation and evolution



Formation of the M-R relationship
Mordasini et al. 2012, Molliere & Mordasini 2012

!
Rapid collapse at  
~0.2 MJ when Z≈ 0.5 
(runaway gas accretion) 
!
After disk dispersal (T>10 
Myrs), slow contraction. 

Fraction Z of solids  
(rest H/He)

Orange: Z ≤ 1%!
Red: 1 < Z ≤ 5% !
Green: 5 < Z ≤ 20%  !

Yellow: 80 < Z ≤ 95% !
Brown: 95 < Z ≤ 99% !
Black: Z > 99%

Blue: 20 < Z ≤ 40% !
Cyan: 40 < Z ≤ 60% !
Magenta: 60 < Z ≤ 80%

R≈RH=a(M/3M✷)1/3

Collapse

Degeneracy

D-fusion

Mstar=1 Msun. a>0.1AU. Non-isothermal type I. cold accretion. 1 embryo/disk, no special inflation mechanisms, no evap. 
!

Characteristic S shape
Mordasini et al. 2012



!
•Peak at lowest radii. High detection 
rate of Kepler.  
!
•Second peak at ~ 1 RJ ➱ Giant 
planets have all approx. the same 
radius independent of mass 
(degeneracy!) 
!
•Peak: prediction for larger orbital 
periods (but over-predicted here: one 
opacity, one stellar mass, no bloating) 

Planetary radius distribution

20 C. Mordasini et al.: Characterization of exoplanets from their formation II

Table 3. Derived fraction of heavy elements in planets with a >
0.1 AU. The value for the synthetic planet lying closest in the
M � R plane is given and the domain covered by the error bars.
An age of 5 Gyrs is assumed. The planets are approximatively
listed in increasing mass.

Name closest Z Z domain
Kepler-11f ⇠0.95 0.90-0.97
Kepler-11d 0.88 0.84-0.94
Kepler-20d ⇠0.96 >0.89
Kepler-11e ⇠0.78 0.76-0.79
Kepler-10c ⇠0.99 >0.95
Kepler-11c 0.98 >0.85
Uranus 0.88 -
Neptune 0.90 -
Kepler-18d ⇠0.50 0.43-0.52
Kepler-35b ⇠0.37 0.28-0.37
Kepler-9c 0.25 0.24-0.30
Kepler-34b 0.35 0.32-0.39
Kepler-9b 0.30 0.16-0.36
Saturn 0.27 -
Kepler-16b ⇠0.41 0.40-0.44
CoRoT-9b ⇠0.11 0.09-0.11
Jupiter 0.10 -
CoRoT-10b 0.17 0.08-0.18
HD17156b ⇠0.08 0.04-0.11
HD80606b 0.09 0.07-0.10
KOI-423 - (<0.05)

Fig. 13. Predicted radius distribution for planets with primordial
H2/He atmospheres and a radius R > 2R�. Synthetic planets at
all semimajor axes have been included. The age of the popula-
tion is 5 Gyrs.

The distribution has a very characteristic, bimodal shape: A
global maximum at the smallest radii, and a second lower local
maximum at a radius of about one Jovian radius. The increase to-
wards small radii is simply due to the increase of the underlying
mass distribution towards small masses, and that with decreasing

Table 4. Radius distribution for planets with a primordial H2/He
atmosphere and R > 2R�. The first two columns are the radius
bins, while the remaining three columns are the fraction of plan-
ets in the bin at ages of 1, 5, and 10 Gyrs.

R/R� R/RX 1 Gyr 5 Gyrs 10 Gyrs
2.11 0.19 0.134 0.219 0.202
2.31 0.21 0.157 0.137 0.134
2.54 0.23 0.134 0.113 0.135
2.78 0.25 0.101 0.105 0.088
3.05 0.27 0.082 0.077 0.060
3.34 0.30 0.078 0.055 0.053
3.66 0.33 0.059 0.047 0.052
4.02 0.36 0.050 0.037 0.039
4.41 0.39 0.037 0.026 0.027
4.83 0.43 0.023 0.019 0.022
5.30 0.47 0.017 0.016 0.019
5.81 0.52 0.014 0.017 0.020
6.37 0.57 0.014 0.013 0.013
6.98 0.62 0.009 0.009 0.010
7.66 0.68 0.008 0.007 0.008
8.39 0.75 0.007 0.009 0.011
9.20 0.82 0.008 0.009 0.012
10.09 0.90 0.009 0.018 0.022
11.07 0.99 0.022 0.041 0.056
12.13 1.08 0.039 0.024 0.017
13.30 1.19 0.000 0.000 0.000

mass, the fraction of heavy elements increases (Sect. ???). This
means that low-mass planets also have small radii. Note that it
is well possible that the increase towards small radii may even
stronger in reality than predicted by the model. This is due to
the fact that we only include (relatively large) primordial H2/He
envelopes and an initial embryo mass of 0.6 M�.

The second maximum at about a Jovian radius has a funda-
mental reason, too. It is due to the fact that in the giant planet
domain (M & 100M�), planets all have approximately the same
radius, independent of their mass. This is due to the funda-
mental property of matter to become degenerate for such mas-
sive objects, rendering the matter increasingly compressible (e.g.
Chabrier et al. ????). This makes that more massive planets do
not have larger radii, in contrast to the terrestrial or Neptunian
mass domain. This property of the EOS makes that a large num-
ber of planets covering a large range of masses all fall into the
same radius bin (radii between 0.9 and 1.1 RX), causing the max-
imum in the distribution. The local minimum of the distribution
occurs at a radius of 7 to 8 R�. As can been deduced from Fig.
???, this corresponds to masses between ⇠ 20 to ⇠ 200M�, with
a typical mass of ⇠ 70M�. This corresponds to the mass domain
of the “planetary desert” where several planet formation mod-
els (e.g. Ida & Lin ????, Mordasini et al ????) predict a lower
abundance of planets. This additional e↵ect makes the second
maximum even more prominent.

The figure shows the radius distribution at the specific age of
5 Gyrs. In reality, stars of a given sample will have a distribution
of ages. The evolution of the radii at late time (t & 1 Gyr) is,
however, very slow. We have verified that the distribution of the
radii in an age range between 1 to 10 Gyr indeed only changes
very slightly. As expected, there is still a slow contraction occur-
ring, which makes for instance that at an age of 1 Gyr instead of
5 Gyrs, the local maximum in the giant planet domain is shifted
by one bin to the left (i.e. by about 0.1 RX). But the general shape
remains very similar, as can also been seen from Table ????.

GJ12
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Mstar=1 Msun. a>0.1AU. Non-isothermal Type I. Cold accretion. 1 embryo/disk, no special inflation mechanisms, no evap. 
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Constraints on H/He fraction

Lopez & Fortney 2014

7

receives from the Sun.
Finally, we include three theoretical iso-composition

curves. The rust colored curve shows pure silicate rock
(specifically olivine). The dark blue curve corresponds to
pure water worlds on a 10 day orbit around a 5 Gyr old Sun-
like star, however, varying these details does not significantly
change the curve. Finally, the black curve corresponds to pure
H/He hot Jupiters receiving 500 F⊕ (i.e., 500 times the cur-
rent incident flux that the Earth receives from the Sun) from
a 5 Gyr old Sun-like star. Roughly speaking, this last curve
forms the dividing line between the inflated and non-inflated
hot Jupiters.
Several features of the mass-radius relation are immediately

apparent. As noted in Weiss et al. (2013), there is a roughly
power-law increase in radius from ∼ 1-100M⊕, above which
radius saturates at approximately a Jupiter radius. Below∼ 10
M⊕ there is a particularly large scatter in radius, with planets
ranging from the potentially rocky to sub-Neptune sized plan-
ets with ∼3% H/He. For low-mass planets there is also an in-
verse correlation between radius and incident flux which may
be due to photo-evaporative loss of H/He (Lopez et al. 2012;
Owen & Wu 2013).
Above ∼ 100M⊕ we find the true gas giants including

the highly inflated hot Jupiters. Here the correlation with
incident flux is the reverse of that at low-mass with the
most irradiated planets being extremely inflated. It is un-
clear why there do not appear to be any super-inflated hot
Jupiters below ∼ 100M⊕, it is possible that such planets
would be unstable to photo-evaporation or Roche-lobe over-
flow (Jackson et al. 2010) or have a high mass fraction of
heavy elements (Miller & Fortney 2011).
Turning to the compositions of these planets, it is imme-

diately clear that H/He envelope fraction is strongly corre-
lated with both planet mass and radius. Below ∼ 10 M⊕,
planets range from potentially rocky super-Earth sized plan-
ets to sub-Neptunes with a few percent H/He envelopes. From
∼ 10−50M⊕, we have the Neptunes and super-Neptuneswith
∼ 10−30% of their mass in the envelope. Finally above∼ 50
M⊕, planets transition to true gas giants where both the mass
and radius are completely dominated by gas accreted during
formation.
However, on closer inspection, where there is scatter in the

mass-radius relationship it is the planet radius that correlates
with composition. We argue here that planet radius is first
and foremost a proxy for a planet’s H/He inventory. The fact
that both composition and radius correlate with mass is due to
the fact that more massive planets are able accrete more gas
during formation.
The radius saturates at ∼100 M⊕ because planet size does

not simply increase with increasing H/He mass but rather with
increasing H/He mass fraction. As shown in section 3, there is
an approximately power-law relationship between the size of
a planet’s H/He envelope and the planets H/He mass fraction.
A 100M⊕ planet with a 10M⊕ core, is already 95% H/He, as
a result doubling the mass will not significantly increase the
H/He envelope fraction or the radius.
Although incredibly valuable, planetary radius is in some

sense not a fundamental parameter of a planet. It changes as
a planet evolves and only through the aid of thermal evolution
and structure models like those used here, does it tell us about
a planet’s structure and composition. Fortunately, however
such models allow us to translate radius into an estimate of
planet composition.
Figure 7 shows the observed sample of transiting planet ex-

FIG. 7.— H/He envelope fraction vs. planet radius, for the 200 transiting
planets shown in figure 6. Here each planet is color-coded according to its
mass. The grey shaded region shows the effect of varying the water abun-
dance of the interior. Clearly there is a very tight correlation between size
and envelope fraction, lending credence to our claim that radius can be used
as a proxy for planetary composition.

FIG. 8.— Similar to figure 7 but with H/He envelope fraction plotted against
planetary mass, and color-coded by radius. Below ∼10M⊕ there is a mix of
rocky planets, possible water worlds, and sub-Neptunes with a few percent
H/He. From ∼10-100 M⊕ there is a strong increase in both radii and H/He
envelope fraction transitioning from Neptune sized planets with ∼10% H/He
up to true gas giants that are almost entirely H/He. Above∼100M⊕ we find
the familiar hot Jupiters, many of which have large inflated radii. The dashed
black line shows a toy-model in which all planets have a 10M⊕ core.

cept that here we have plotted H/He envelope fraction against
radius. This clearly demonstrates the close relationship be-
tween the observed radius and the fundamental bulk compo-
sition. At a given radius, planet mass, shown by the color
bar, can span up to a factor of ∼3. Nonetheless the scatter
in envelope fraction is typically only ∼0.3 dex. This is what
we mean when we state that radius is primarily a proxy for
composition.
Thus far, however, we have only considered dry interiors

with H/He envelopes atop rock/iron cores. The gray shaded
region in Figure 7 shows the effect of varying the water
abundance of planets in our model. Using our three layer
models we varied the water abundance of the interior from
completely-dry, up to 90% of core mass, where by “core” we

Marcy et al. 2014

Increasing H/He mass fraction with mass

Theoretical result: dependency on grain opacity in 
protoplanetary atmosphere during formation
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Mass-radius relationship
Grain free (fopa=0) fopa=0.003 ISM (fopa=1)

too large 
too much H/He

radii similar 
as observed

too small 
too little H/He

Observational constraints from M-R relation on microphysical grain models.

0.1<a/AU<1 Compare synthetic and observed M-R Mordasini et al. 2014



Enrichment relative to host star
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From atmospheric composition From internal structure

From observations!
(Miller & Fortney 11)!
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•Population synthesis is a tool to compare theory and 
observation to improve understanding of planet formation 
• use full wealth of observational constraints 
• put detailed models to the test 
• see global statistical consequences 

!
•Observational constraints on many processes 

• solid and gas accretion rate (TKH) 
• grain dynamics 
• orbital migration rate 

!
•See link between disk and planetary properties 
!
•Predict yield of future instruments/space missions 
!
•Continuously evolving models 

• population syntheses depend on progress of formation theory as a whole 
• a lot to do 

4. Conclusions
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